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Diagnostic errors in hospital medicine
have mostly remained in uncharted
waters.1 This is partly because several
factors make measurement of diagnostic
errors challenging. Patients are often
admitted to hospitals with a tentative
diagnosis and need additional diagnostic
investigations to determine next steps.
This evolving nature of a diagnosis makes
it hard to determine when the correct
diagnosis could have been established and
if a more specific diagnosis was needed
to start the right treatment.2 Hospitalised
patients also may have diagnoses that are
atypical or rare and pose dilemmas for
treating clinicians. As a result, delays in
diagnosis may not necessarily be related
to a diagnostic error. Furthermore, what
types of diagnostic errors occur in the
hospital and their prevalence depends
on how one defines them. Different
approaches to define them have included
counting missed, wrong or delayed diagnoses regardless of whether there was a
process error;3 counting them only when
there was a clear ‘missed opportunity’ –
ie, something different could have been
done to make the correct or timely diagnosis;4 or diagnostic adverse events (ie,
diagnostic errors resulting in harm);5 all
leading to views of the problem through
different lenses.
Two articles in this issue of the journal
provide new insights into the epidemiology of diagnostic errors in hospitalised
patients.6 7 Gunderson and colleagues
conducted a systematic review to determine the prevalence of harmful diagnostic errors in hospitalised patients.6
Raffel and colleagues studied readmitted
patients using established methods for
diagnostic error detection and analysis to
gain insights into contributing factors.7
Both studies advance the science of
measurement and understanding of how
to reduce diagnostic error in hospitals.
We discuss the significance of the results

for hospital medicine and implications for
emerging research and practice improvement efforts.
FINDING DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS IN
HOSPITALS
Gunderson and colleagues performed a
systematic review and meta-
analysis to
inform a new estimate for the prevalence
of diagnostic adverse events among hospitalised patients, a rate of 0.7%.6 Their
review shows how diagnostic error is a
global problem, with studies from countries across five continents. The prevalence however is lower than what might
be expected looking at previous research,
mostly in outpatient care, and based on
expert estimates.8–11 The prevalence of
diagnostic error in hospital care may be
lower because outpatient care, especially
primary care, has the challenging task
of identifying patients with a serious
disease from a large sample of patients
who present with common symptoms
and mostly benign non-
urgent diseases.
A higher state of attention in the hospital
and higher prior probability of a patient
having a more serious disease may also
reduce the likelihood of something being
missed (ie, the prevalence effect).12 13
Furthermore, the hospital setting offers
more diagnostic evaluation possibilities
(consultations, imaging, laboratory) and
more members of the diagnostic team to
alert a clinician on the wrong diagnostic
track.
The heterogeneity of the studies in the
review and meta-
analysis and a broad
scope may also explain the lower prevalence rate.6 14 The included studies did
not have an exclusive focus on detecting
diagnostic errors but rather aimed to identify all types of adverse events, including
medication and surgical adverse events,5 15
which are relatively easier to measure.
Consequently, the data collection instruments were likely not sufficiently sensitive
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Diagnostic error in hospitals: finding
forests not just the big trees

Editorial

DISEASES AT RISK FOR DIAGNOSTIC ERROR IN
THE HOSPITAL SETTING
Types of conditions involved in diagnostic error
in both studies reflect a broad range of diseases
commonly identified in previous studies, such as
malignancies, pulmonary embolism, aortic aneurysm
and infections.5 8 18 A recent malpractice claims-based
study has led some to suggest that initial diagnostic
error reduction efforts, including allocation of funding
for research and quality measurement/improvement,
should focus on three broad types of disease categories, the so-called ‘Big Three’, namely cancer, infections and cardiovascular diseases, because they are
highly prevalent and result in significant harm.11 19 20
These three disease categories cover a large portion
of diagnoses made in medicine. Indeed, data beyond
claims also suggest that diagnostic errors in each of
962

these categories are common.5 18 However, diagnostic
errors span a large range of other diseases as shown
in both studies, which is similar to what prior studies
have found. For instance, in one primary care study, 68
unique diagnoses were missed with the most common
condition accounting for only 6.7% of errors.21
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN HOSPITAL MEDICINE
Raffel and colleagues applied established tools (ie,
SAFER Dx22 and DEER23) to identify contributing
factors. They found that most of these involved failures in clinical assessment and/or testing. Contributing
factors in these two domains occurred in more than
90% of diagnostic errors, a high proportion consistent
with previous work.8 17 18 Furthermore, these main
contributing factors are common across diagnostic
errors regardless of the diseases involved. For instance,
similar process breakdowns emerge across different
types of missed cancer diagnoses.24–26
FINDING ‘FORESTS’ NOT JUST THE ‘BIG TREES’ TO
ENABLE SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
So should initial scientific efforts just target disease
categories? And if so, should they address just the
‘Big Three’? Data from prior studies across different
settings, including those from Gunderson and Raffel
and colleagues, find large diversity in misdiagnosed
diseases.5–7 18 21 27 This suggests that an exclusive focus
on the ‘Big Three’ would neglect a substantial proportion of other common and harmful diagnostic errors.27
Furthermore, research on contributing factors of diagnostic errors reveals a number of common system and
process factors that would require robust disease-
agnostic approaches. If funding and advocacy for diagnostic safety becomes mostly disease oriented, it will
pull resources away from broader ‘disease-
agnostic’
research and quality improvement efforts needed to
understand and address these underlying system and
process factors.28 Biomedical research is already quite
disease focused and supported by many disease-specific
institutes and this now needs to be balanced by work
that catalyses much-
needed foundational and cross-
cutting healthcare delivery system improvements.
We would thus recommend a balanced strategy
that carefully combines disease-specific and disease-
agnostic approaches to help address common contributing factors, system issues and process breakdowns
for diagnostic error that cut across these many unique
diseases. For example, if new quality measures to
quantify delays in colorectal cancer diagnosis and
missed diagnosis of sepsis are developed, we would
also need ‘disease-agnostic’ studies that evaluate the
implementation and effectiveness of such measures.
This includes how they fit within current measurement programmes, what their measurement burden
is and what the unintended consequences may be. A
combined approach would create more synergistic and
collaborative understanding in addition to enabling
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to pick up diagnostic adverse events, resulting in an
underestimation. Some diagnostic adverse events may
also be classified as ‘other’ types; for instance delayed
diagnosis of a wound leakage after surgery is often
considered a surgical complication and not categorised as a delay in diagnosis.16 Studies in the review
also detected adverse events (ie, errors that resulted
in harm)6 which is a subgroup of diagnostic errors,
because not every diagnostic error results in harm.17
Lastly, while the random selection of patients is a
strength for determining prevalence of medical error,
not all admissions involve making a diagnosis—patients
are often hospitalised for treatment and procedures. As
the literature in the area becomes more robust, future
reviews may be able to provide an updated estimate.
For now, Gunderson and colleagues estimate 250,000
diagnostic adverse events occur annually in the USA,
which should be alarming enough to warrant attention
and intervention.
While the study by Raffel and colleagues is not a
true prevalence study (it only evaluated 7-day readmissions), it uses dedicated tools to identify diagnostic
error in hospitals, a crucial next step. By examining
a subset of hospital admissions at greater risk of
diagnosis-related problems (ie, readmissions within 7
days after hospital discharge) and by using tools dedicated to identifying diagnostic error, the investigators
were able to describe error types and contributing
factors. The advantage of studying such a high-risk
sample is that diagnostic errors can be found more efficiently, that is, the positive predictive value is higher
than if you review all consecutive patients. This could
identify a higher number of cases to identify contributing factors. While the positive predictive value they
achieved through this method was still rather low,
methods to selectively identify diagnostic errors are
valuable in measurement efforts. Future studies could
build on this work to develop sampling methods with
higher predictive values that can be used by others for
research and practice improvement.

Editorial
benefit and should be emphasised in further research
and development efforts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT
A crucial first step for improving diagnosis in hospitals is to create programmes to identify and analyse
diagnostic errors.29 Most hospitals have systems and
programmes in place to report and analyse safety issues
such as falls, surgical complications and medication
errors, but they do not capture diagnostic errors. With
increased recognition of risks for diagnostic error,
hospitals should use recent guidance, such as from the
US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and
consider pragmatic measurement approaches to start
identifying and learning from diagnostic errors.30
To reduce cognitive errors, ‘cognitive debiasing strategies’ have been widely recommended.31 However,
there is increasing evidence that those strategies are
not effective for diagnostic error reduction and recent
insights have revealed lack of knowledge as the fundamental cause of errors in the diagnostic reasoning
process.32–34 Next steps for practice improvement
would therefore need to involve studying the role of
knowledge and its interplay with cognitive processes.
Interventions should explore opportunities to increase
clinicians’ knowledge base (eg, by education and feedback) as well as testing and implementing clinical decision support systems to allow for timely access to the
relevant knowledge. While specific interventions need
more development and testing, other general safety
practices such as better collaboration with the laboratory and radiology departments to facilitate more
accurate ordering and interpretation of the tests,33 are
ready for adoption.
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CONCLUSIONS
Two studies6 7 of diagnostic error in hospital medicine—by Gunderson and colleagues and Raffel and
colleagues—have advanced our knowledge about its
epidemiology. Consistent with prior studies, a large
range of diseases and a whole host of common contributory factors are involved. Although the estimated
prevalence of diagnostic error relies on data from
prior studies conducted during an era of limited dedicated tools to identify diagnostic errors, these numbers
have significant research and practice implications.
Measurement science is still evolving but both studies
should inspire all hospitals to apply more contemporary methods to identify and analyse diagnostic errors
for learning and improvement. Given that errors
across multiple diseases in multitude of settings have
many common contributing factors, disease-agnostic
approaches focused on common systems and process
contributory factors are likely to have significant
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